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1550-7998=20We derive the contributions to the quantum transport equations for electroweak baryogenesis due to
decays and inverse decays induced by triscalar and Yukawa interactions. In the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM), these contributions give rise to couplings between Higgs and fermion
supermultiplet densities, thereby communicating the effects of CP-violation in the Higgs sector to the
baryon sector. We show that the decay and inverse decay-induced contributions that arise at zeroth order in
the strong coupling, s, can be substantially larger than the Os terms that are generated by scattering
processes and that are usually assumed to dominate. We revisit the often-used approximation of fast
Yukawa-induced processes and show that for realistic parameter choices it is not justified. We solve the
resulting quantum transport equations numerically with special attention to the impact of Yukawa rates
and study the dependence of the baryon-to-entropy ratio YB on MSSM parameters.
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The origin of the baryon asymmetry of the universe
(BAU) remains an open question for particle physics,
nuclear physics, and cosmology. Although the size of the
BAU cannot be explained within the framework of the
standard model (SM), there exist a variety of SM exten-
sions that may allow for successful baryogenesis. Scenar-
ios in which the BAU is produced at the electroweak phase
transition are particularly attractive since they can be tested
with laboratory experiments. To the extent that the masses
of the particles responsible for baryogenesis are not too
different from the weak scale, their dynamics can be
studied using a combination of collider experiments, preci-
sion electroweak measurements, and CP-violation studies.
In order to carry out robust tests of electroweak baryo-
genesis (EWB), it is necessary to delineate systematically
the quantitative relationship between EWB and experimen-
tally accessible observables. The motivation for doing so
has been heightened by the prospect of significant new
experimental information in the near term. Studies at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will search for the existence
of new particles at the TeV scale. At the same time, a new
generation of searches for permanent electric dipole mo-
ments of the electron, neutron, and neutral atoms will look
for the effects of ‘‘new’’ CP-violation with several orders
of magnitude better sensitivity than given by current ex-
perimental limits (see, e.g., Refs. [1,2] and references
therein). Should either the LHC or electric dipole moment
(EDM) searches discover evidence for new physics at theaddress: vincenzo@caltech.edu
address: mjrm@caltech.edu
address: tulin@caltech.edu
address: clee@phys.washington.edu
06=73(11)=115009(16) 115009electroweak scale, then precision studies at both the
International Linear Collider and low-energy facilities
should provide detailed information about the structure
of the new physics. To the extent that the theoretical treat-
ment of EWB is on sufficiently firm ground, these experi-
mental efforts may either confirm or rule out this paradigm
for the BAU.
The basic physical picture of EWB was developed over a
decade ago [3–6] (see [7] for a review). The elements
include a first-order electroweak phase transition, in which
bubbles of broken electroweak symmetry expand and fill
the universe as it cools through the transition temperature.
CP- and C-violating interactions between fields in the
plasma at the phase boundary create a net chiral charge
that is injected into the region of unbroken electroweak
symmetry, driving the weak sphaleron processes that create
nonzero baryon number density, nB. The expanding bub-
bles then capture the nonzero nB in the region of broken
electroweak symmetry, where weak sphaleron processes
are highly suppressed and unable to affect nB appreciably.
It is crucial that the first-order phase transition be suffi-
ciently strong in order to preclude ‘‘wash out’’ of nonzero
baryon number.
The earliest analyses based on this picture employed
conventional transport theory to compute the production,
diffusion, and relaxation of chiral charge at the phase
boundary. Several groups have subsequently endeavored
to put these computations on a more sophisticated footing
by using nonequilibrium quantum field theory techniques.
As first pointed out by Riotto [8,9], only a nonequilibrium
field-theoretic formulation can properly account for the
quantum nature of CP violation as well as the decoherence
effects due to the presence of spacetime-varying back-
ground fields and the thermal bath of particles at the phase
boundary. Using these methods Riotto [9] observed that-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
1In previous work, only the contributions to terms of this type
generated by standard model Yukawa interactions were consid-
ered, leading to the use of the subscript ‘‘Y.’’
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conventional treatments may overlook significant enhance-
ment of the CP-violating source terms in the transport
equations associated with memory effects in the plasma.
The presence of such enhancements could relax the re-
quirements on new CP-violation needed for successful
EWB, thereby allowing for consistency between the BAU
and considerably smaller EDMs than previously thought.
This work was followed by the authors of Refs. [10,11],
who adopted a similar approach to that of Ref. [9] in
computing the CP-violating source terms while carrying
out a more comprehensive phenomenology. The analyses
of both groups were performed within the minimal super-
symmetric standard model (MSSM). The nonequilibrium
approach has also been pursued in Refs. [12–14].
Recently, we investigated the CP-conserving terms as
well as the CP-violating sources in the transport equations
using nonequilibrium field theory methods [15]. We found
that there exists a hierarchy of physical scales associated
with the electroweak phase transition dynamics that allows
one to derive the transport equations from the Closed Time
Path Schwinger-Dyson equations using a systematic ex-
pansion in scale ratios. Again in the MSSM, we computed
the CP-violating sources and leading CP-conserving chiral
relaxation terms associated with interactions of fermion
and Higgs superfields with the spacetime-varying Higgs
vacuum expectation values (vevs). Our results for the
sources were consistent with those obtained in previous
work [9–11,16,17], but we also found that enhancements
in the relaxation rates could mitigate the effect of enhance-
ments in the sources.
A number of other contributions to the transport equa-
tions remain to be analyzed using nonequilibrium methods.
Here, we focus on terms that link the dynamics of the quark
supermultiplets with those of the Higgs scalars and their
Higgsino superpartners. Importantly, these terms are re-
sponsible for communicating CP-violating effects in the
Higgs supermultiplet densities to the quark supermultiplet
densities, thereby allowingCP-violating interactions in the
Higgs sector to contribute to baryogenesis. In the MSSM,
the requirement of a strong first-order phase transition
(shown in [18] to occur in the presence of a light right-
handed stop) and constraints from precision electroweak
data (requiring the left-handed stop to be heavy [10]) imply
that it is the CP-violating interactions of the Higgs super-
fields—rather than those directly involving the squarks—
that drives baryogenesis via this coupling between the two
sectors. In extensions of the MSSM, such as the next to
minimal supersymmeric standard model (NMSSM) or
U10 models, the phenomenological requirements that
preclude large effects from CP-violation in the squark
sector can be relaxed [19], and in this case it is important
to know the relative importance of Higgs sector
CP-violation. In either case, an analysis of the dynamics
whereby the baryon and Higgs sectors communicate is an
important component of a systematic, quantitative treat-
ment of EWB.115009Before providing the details of our study, we summarize
the primary results, using the transport equation for the
Higgs  Higgsino densities for illustration:
 
@H  H HkH  Y

Q
kQ
 T
kT
 H
kH

 ~Y

B
kB
 Q
kQ
 H
kH

 Y hkh  S
y
~H
: (1)
Here,H and h are number densities associated with various
combinations of the up- and down-type Higgs supermul-
tiplets in the MSSM (defined below); H is the corre-
sponding vector current density; Q and B; T are the
number densities of particles in the third-generation left-
and right-handed quark supermultiplets, respectively; the
kH;h;Q;T;B are statistical weights; S
y
~H
is a CP-violating
source; and H, Y , ~Y , and Y are transport coefficients.
Physically, the presence of Sy~H results from an imbal-
ance between the rates for particle and antiparticle scatter-
ing off the bubble wall, favoring the generation of
nonvanishing supermultiplet densitiesH and h. In contrast,
the terms proportional to H and Y cause these densities
to relax to zero. The terms containing Y and ~Y favor
chemical equilibrium between Higgs superfield densities
and those associated with quark supermultiplets. To the
extent that the rates Y and ~Y are fast compared to the rate
of relaxation, any nonvanishing Higgs supermultiplet den-
sity quickly induces nonvanishing densities for quark
supermultiplets, thereby facilitating EWB. Understanding
the microscopic dynamics of this competition between
CP-violating sources, relaxation terms, and Higgs-baryon
sector couplings is essential to achieving a quantitative
description of EWB.
In previous work, we computed H and S
y
~H
using the
closed time path Schwinger-Dyson equations and consid-
ering the lowest-order couplings between superfields and
the spacetime-varying Higgs vevs. Here, we focus on the
terms proportional to Y , Y , ~Y that are generated byHqq
Yukawa couplings, the corresponding supersymmetric in-
teractions, and the SUSY-breaking triscalar couplings.1 We
make several observations regarding these terms:(i) I-2n previous treatments, Y and Y were estimated
from scattering processes such as tR  g! tL 
H0u, making them proportional to one power of the
strong coupling, s. We find, however, that there
exist contributions to Y occurring at zeroth order
in s that are generated by decay and inverse decay
processes such as tR  tL $ H0u. To the extent that
the three-body processes are kinematically al-
lowed, their contribution to Y can be considerably
2In th
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larger than those generated by scattering. We also
show that j Y=Y j is typically <1=2 for MSSM
parameters consistent with precision electroweak
data and the existence of a strong first-order phase
transition. (The authors of Ref. [10] argued that
j Y j  jY j.) We solve the transport equations nu-
merically and find that inclusion of the three-body
contributions affects the baryon-to-entropy ratio YB
at the 10%–20% level for realistic choices of the
MSSM parameters. We provide a detailed analysis
of the dependence of YB on Y and the MSSM
parameters that determine it.(ii) In most of the early studies of EWB in the MSSM,
it was assumed that the rate Y of Yukawa-induced
processes is ‘‘fast’’ compared to all other relevant
time scales, implying that the Yukawa-induced
transfer of nonzero Higgs/Higgsino density to non-
vanishing chiral charge density is more efficient
than relaxation. This assumption has motivated an
expansion in powers of 1=Y . We show that there
exist corrections to the Higgs density at linear order
in this expansion that have not been included in
previous treatments. After including these terms,
we find that the expansion itself breaks down—
even for the enhanced values of Y that result from
inclusion of the three-body contributions—due to
the presence of chirality-changing processes in the
bubble wall whose rates H and M can be larger
than Y . We study numerically the impact of keep-
ing a finite Y : we find that the corrections to the
Y ! 1 limit of YB range between 20% and 100%,
depending on the values of the other rates.(iii) The terms containing Y and Y have been in-
cluded in the earlier studies of
Refs. [10,11,20,21],2 whereas the one involving
~Y is new. In the MSSM, one often assumes that
the triscalar coupling involving the down-type
Higgs scalars, the doublet scalars ~Q, and the
right-handed scalars ~b is proportional to the bottom
Yukawa coupling, yb. For tanO1, one has
yb=yt  1 and the impact of the ~Y term is rela-
tively minor. For scenarios with large tan, how-
ever, yb need not be small compared to yt. In this
case the transport coefficient ~Y and other terms
(not shown) that couple to the B supermultiplet
need not be suppressed, and the coupled set of
transport equations must be augmented to include
dynamical b-quarks and their superpartners.
Although in the present study we do not consider
this large tan scenario, we provide the general
formulas that allow one compute ~Y .In the remainder of the paper, we discuss our detailed
analysis of the Y-type terms that lead to these observa-e notation of Ref. [10], Y  Y .
115009tions. In Sec. II, we consider these terms for generic
Yukawa and triscalar interactions and analyze their depen-
dence on the relevant mass parameters. In Sec. III we
specify to the MSSM, including detailed analytic and
numerical studies. Here, we include contributions from
both SM particles and their superpartners (in contrast to
previous analyses that included only SM scattering terms),
and note that the superpartner contributions tend to in-
crease the magnitude of Y . In Sec. IV we solve the
coupled transport equations to obtain the baryon-to-
entropy ratio, and show why one would not expect an
expansion in 1=Y to yield a reasonable approximation to
the exact solution. We summarize this work in Sec. V.
Various technical points are discussed in the Appendices.
II. THREE-BODY SOURCE TERMS: BUILDING
BLOCKS
Our approach for deriving the source terms in the quan-
tum transport equations is based on the closed time path
Schwinger-Dyson equations. An extensive discussion of
this framework is given in our earlier work [15]. Here, we
give a brief summary of our method and use it to derive the
source terms generated by supersymmetric Yukawa and
SUSY-breaking triscalar interactions to leading order in the
loop expansion.
A. Formalism and method
Ordinary quantum field theory is not appropriate for
treating the microscopic dynamics of the electroweak
phase transition (EWPT), since the nonadiabatic evolution
of states and the presence of degeneracies in the spectrum
break the zero-temperature, equilibrium relation between
the in- and out-states. The nonadiabaticity arises because
particle interactions occur against a spacetime-varying
background field (the Higgs vevs), while thermal effects
associated with nonzero temperature introduce degenera-
cies in the spectrum. The impact of nonadiabaticity and
degeneracies on quantum evolution can be treated system-
atically using the closed time path (CTP) formalism [22].
In this formulation the time arguments of all fields and
composite operators lie on a path P that consists of a
positive branch P from 1 to 1 and a negative branch
P running back from 1 to 1. Fields whose argu-
ments lie on P precede those on P along the path P .
Moreover, those lying on P are time-ordered while those
on P are anti-time-ordered.
With this prescription the standard time-ordering opera-
tor T is replaced by the path-ordering operator TP and the
perturbative expansion is formally identical to the equilib-
rium case. In applying Wick’s theorem, however, one must
allow for contractions involving all possible combinations
of fields taken from either P and P, leading to a
generalized Green’s function that accounts for path order-
ing. Specifically, the bosonic and fermionic Green func-
tions are given by-3
˜tL
v(x ) v(y)
˜tR ˜tR
(b)(a)
f1f1
f2
v(y)v(x )
FIG. 1. Leading contributions to the self-energies B;F gener-
ated by scattering from Higgs vevs.
FIG. 2. Self-energies for scalar and fermion fields induced by
the Yukawa and triscalar interaction Lagrangians of Eqs. (15)
and (20).
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 Gx; y  hTP xyy	i (2)
 Sx; y  hTP  x  y	i; (3)
where h
 
 
i denotes an average over the physical state of
the system, which may be described by an appropriate
density matrix. In practical applications it is convenient
to use ordinary time arguments, in terms of which each of
Eqs. (2) and (3) represents four Green functions and de-
composes in various components. To establish the notation
we recall here explicitly the bosonic Green functions:
 Gx; y  Gtx; y  hTxyy	i (4)
 Gx; y  G<x; y  hyyxi (5)
 Gx; y  G>x; y  hxyyi (6)
 Gx; y  Gtx; y  h Txyy	i; (7)
where the superscripts ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ in Gabx; y indicate
the branch P on which the time components of x and y
lie, respectively, and where T is the anti-time-ordering
operator.
The equations governing the spacetime dependence of
number densities of a given bosonic or fermionic species
can be derived from the Schwinger-Dyson equations for
the generalized Green’s functions Gx; y and Sx; y and
have the following form [9,23]:
 
@nB
@X0
X  r 
 jBX 
Z
d3z
Z X0
1
dz0>B X; zG<z; X
G>X; z<B z; X
G<X; z>B z; X
 <B X; zG>z; X	: (8)
 
@nF
@X0
X  r 
 jFX  
Z
d3z
Z X0
1
dz0 Tr>F X; z
 S<z; X  S>X; z<F z; X
 S<X; z>F z; X
 <F X; zS>z; X	: (9)
The right-hand side (RHS) involves a causal time integral
over the system’s history and is expressed in terms of the
Green functions (2) and (3) and self-energies B;F that
encode all the information about particle interactions. This
feature allows for a consistent treatment of both
CP-violating terms ‘‘sourcing’’ a given particle density
as well as CP-conserving interactions that tend to transfer
this density to other species or cause it to relax away.
Previously, the leading CP-violating contributions to
B;F generated by scattering from the Higgs vevs (see
Fig. 1) were computed in Refs. [9–11,15,17] while the
corresponding CP-conserving relaxation terms generated115009by the same processes were derived in Ref. [15]. Here, we
extend these analyses to include the three-body source
terms that arise from Yukawa and triscalar interactions at
one-loop order (see Fig. 2).
In general, the Green’s functions (2) and (3) are dynami-
cal objects that can be obtained by solving the transport
equations (8) and (9). However, the hierarchy of time and
energy scales present during the electroweak phase tran-
sition allow for simplifications in treating the transport
equations [15]. The time scales are a decoherence time,
d, associated with the departure from adiabatic evolution;
a ‘‘plasma’’ time, p, associated with mixing between
degenerate states in the finite temperature spectrum; and
the ‘‘intrinsic’’ quasiparticle evolution time, int, associ-
ated with time evolution of a state of definite energy. In
terms of physical parameters associated with the plasma,
one has d  1=vwkeff, p  1=p, and int  1=!,
where vw is the velocity of expansion of the bubble wall;
keff is an effective wave number that in general depends on
the quasiparticle wave number and wall thickness, Lw; p
is the thermal width of the quasiparticle; and ! is the
quasiparticle frequency that depends on both the particle
momentum and thermal mass. For the EWPT, one has that
"d  int=d  1; "p  int=p  1; and "d="p 
p=d  1. In addition, the small densities present at the
EWPT imply a hierarchy of energy scales: "  =T 
1, where  refers to the chemical potential of any particle
species. The existence of these hierarchies allows for a
number of simplifying approximations in solving the trans-
port equations:(i) U-4se of the quasiparticle ansatz for the Gix; y. This
relies on "p  1, that is, that the damping rates p
that broaden the spectrum of excitations are typi-
cally suppressed when compared with the excitation
frequencies (i=!i  1).
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(ii) W3The
quantum
4In th
-paraorking near kinetic and chemical equilibrium.
This approximation relies on p=d  1, that is,
the plasma interactions among quasiparticles are
fast compared to the decoherence time, thereby
leading to approximate, local equilibrium among
quasiparticle species. Consequently, one may ap-
proximate quasiparticle distribution functions ap-
pearing in the Green functions by their
equilibrium forms and track quasiparticle densities
with local chemical potentials. The error engen-
dered by doing so is O"d="p and is, thus,
negligible.Motivated by these considerations we evaluate the
source terms on the RHS of the transport equations (8)
and (9) using the free-particle form of the Green functions.
For example, for the boson Green functions, we have
 
G>i x;y
Z d4k
24e
ik
xy1fBk0;i	ik0;k (10)
 G<i x; y 
Z d4k
24 e
ik
xyfBk0; iik0;k (11)
with spectral functions ik0;k  =!kk0 !k 
k0 !k	 (!k 

k2 m2
p
) that can be appropriately
modified to take into account collision-broadening and
thermal masses, and distribution functions close to the
equilibrium form
 fBk0; i  nBk0; i O"d="p; (12)
where nBk0; i  1=ek0i=T  1	 and i is a local
chemical potential.
Upon expanding the source terms to lowest nontrivial
order in the "d;p; and relating current and chemical po-
tential to local densities through
 j iXDirniX niXT
2
6
kimi=TiX; (13)
where kimi=T is a statistical factor (see, e.g. [15]), we
obtain the quantum transport equations3
 _n i Dir2ni  Sifnjg	: (14)
In Eq. (14) both CP-violating effects and relaxation rates
are encoded in the quantum mechanical sources Sifnjg	.
B. Results for generic triscalar and supersymmetric
Yukawa interactions
Let us consider now the generic three-scalar interaction,
 L int  	sAsLRH  H:c:; (15)
where 	s is a dimensionless coupling and As is a mass
scale.4 This interaction generates contributions to the self-quantum transport Eqs. (14) are sometimes referred to as
Boltzmann or diffusion equations.
e MSSM, 	s is the Yukawa coupling and As is either the
meter or the soft, triscalar coupling.
115009energy appearing on the RHS of Eq. (8) through the one-
loop diagram depicted in Fig. 2(c). As an example, we give
the self-energy for the complex scalar R,
 >;<R x; y  j	sAsj2G>;<L x; yG>;<H x; y: (16)
Importantly, the RHS of Eq. (16) is manifestly independent
of possible CP-violating phases appearing in the coupling
	sAs and therefore does not contribute to the CP-violating
source. We obtain similar results for the self-energies of
L andH. This situation contrasts with that for the Higgs
vev scattering contributions derived from Fig. 1, where
interference terms involving the up- and down-type
Higgs vevs at the different vertices contain CP-violating
phase effects.
Inserting Eq. (16) into Eq. (8), using the Green functions
of Eqs. (10)–(12), and expanding to first order in " and
zeroth order in "d;p (setting the thermal widths to zero), we
obtain the leading, three-body contribution to SR on the
RHS of Eq. (14). We find that the three-body sources for
the particle number densities of the complex scalars L,
R and H are related to each other and are given by
 SRX  SLX  SHX
 R L HXj	sj2IBAs;mR;mL;mH;
(17)
in terms of the function
 
IBAs;mR;mL;mH jAsj
2
163T
Z 1
mR
d!R
Z !L
!L
d!LfnB!R
1nB!L	nB!L!R

mRmLmH

mLmRmH	
nB!RnB!L1nB!L!R	

mHmRmLg; (18)
with integration limits given by
 
!L 
1
2m2R
f!Rjm2R m2L m2Hj  !2R m2R
 m2R  mL mH2m2R  mL mH2	1=2g:
(19)
The presence of mass thresholds and combinations of
Bose distributions in Eq. (18) makes clear its interpretation
in terms of physical processes in the plasma: decay R!
LH and all possible emission/absorption channels that
are kinematically allowed. It is straightforward to integrate
over !L and obtain a representation of the source in terms
of one-dimensional integrals. We give this formula in
Appendix A. Finally, we note that SR;L;H are of first order
in the " counting discussed above, whereas the leading-5
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CP-violating sources and CP-conserving relaxation terms
generated from the tree-level graphs of Fig. 1 are O"d"p
and O"p", respectively. Nonetheless, they can be simi-
lar in magnitude to SR;L;H since the latter contain additional
phase-space suppression factors 16 associated with the
absorptive part of one-loop graphs.
We now consider contributions from a generic Yukawa
interaction
 L int  	f  1PL 2   2PR 1 (20)
that generates contributions to both scalar and fermionic
self-energies on the RHS of Eqs. (8) and (9) through the
diagrams depicted in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). The resulting
source for particle number densities associated with the
complex scalar and Dirac fermions  1 and  2 are related
to each other and read
 SX  S 1X  S 2X
  1 2Xj	fj2IFm1; m2; m;
(21)
where
 
IFm1;m2;m 1163T m
2
1m22m2

Z 1
m1
d!1
Z !
!
d!fnB!1nF!1
nF!1!
m1m2m

mm1m2	nB!nF!1
1nF!1!	
m2m1mg
(22)
with integration limits on ! given by0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
0
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
mø /T
m2
T = 2
m2
T = 1m2
T = 5
F /T 3
FIG. 3 (color online). Left panel: IF=T3 as a function of m=T for
of mH=T for As=T  1, mL=T  1 and mR=T  1, 2, 5.
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! 
1
2m21
f!1jm2 m21 m22j  !21 m21
 m21  m2 m2m21  m2 m2	1=2g:
(23)
As in the bosonic case, Eq. (22) has a direct interpretation
in terms of decay, emission, and absorption of ,  1, and
 2 in the plasma. The integration over ! is straightfor-
ward and we report its result in Appendix A.
Equations (17), (18), (21), and (22) are central new
results of this paper and represent the building blocks out
of which we can construct the three-body physical sources
in the MSSM (Sec. III). In order to identify the dominant
contributions to the MSSM sources, where many individ-
ual building blocks contribute, it is instructive to character-
ize the behavior of IB;F as a function of the masses of the
interacting particles. The main features are:(i) S0.000
0.00
0.001
0.00
0.002
B /T 3
m1=T 
-6ymmetry properties under exchanges mL $
mR $ mH and m1 $ m2:
 I BAs;mR;mL;mH  IBAs;mL;mR;mH
IFm1; m2; m  IFm2; m1; m:(ii) There are threshold effects which can be read off
via the explicit 
-functions. In order for the rate to
be nonzero, the mass arguments have to be such
that at least one of the two body decays a! b c
is kinematically allowed.(iii) IBAs;mR;mL;mH and IFm1; m2; m are larg-
est when the three masses are such that the largest
mass is slightly greater than the sum of the two
smaller ones (just above threshold).0 2 4 6 8 10
0
5
1
5
2
5
mH /T
mR
T = 2
mR
T = 1
mR
T = 5
1 and m2=T  1, 2, 5. Right panel: IB=T3 as a function
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(iv) IBAs;mR;mL;mH and IFm1; m2; m become
vanishingly small as any of the masses becomes
much larger than the temperature. This reflects
Boltzmann suppression of the thermally averaged
rate. Moreover, IFm1; m2; m vanishes as all the
masses become much smaller than the temperature.The above properties are illustrated in Fig. 3, where we
plot IF=T3 as a function of m=T for representative
choices of m1 and m2 (left panel) and similarly IB=T3 as
a function of mH=T for representative choices of mL, mR,
and As (right panel).III. THREE-BODY SOURCE TERMS IN THE MSSM
The results of Sec. II allow us to calculate the sources for
quark, squark, Higgs, and Higgsino particle densities gen-
erated by the supersymmetric Yukawa and SUSY-breaking
triscalar interactions in the MSSM. We focus on those
involving the third-generation quark supermultiplets
whose interactions generally depend on the large Yukawa
coupling yt. As noted in the Introduction, these interactions
dominate for tanO1, whereas interactions propor-
tional to yb can be important for large tan. While the
results in the previous section would allow us to compute
these yb effects—such as the transport coefficient ~Y
appearing in Eq. (1)—including them would lead to a
more complex set of coupled transport equations. For
simplicity, we focus here on the smaller tan case with
af / yf—wherein interactions involving yt dominate—
and defer a more general treatment to a future study.
A. Interactions in the MSSM
The terms in the MSSM superpotential generating inter-
actions proportional to yt are
 W  ytQ3Hu tR HuHd; (24)
where the weak doublets are defined Q3  tL; bL, Hu 
Hu ; H0u, and Hd  H0d; Hd  In addition the soft SUSY-
breaking Lagrangian contains the terms
 L soft  at ~Q3Hu~tR  H:c: (25)
In the minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) scenario for
SUSY breaking, the a-parameters are proportional to the
Yukawa couplings, e.g. at  ytAt for some mass parameter
At. Thus this part of Lsoft also generates contributions to
the top three-body source that are proportional to yt.
From both the supersymmetric and soft SUSY-breaking
sectors, we obtain the triscalar interactions
 
LYscalar  yt~tR~tLAtH0u H0d 
 yt~tR ~bLAtHu Hd   H:c:; (26)
and the supersymmetric Yukawa interactions115009 
LYfermion  ytH0utyRtL Hu tyRbL
 yt~tRtyL ~H0yu  ~tRbyL ~Hyu 
 yt~tLtyR ~H0u  ~bLtyR ~Hu   H:c: (27)
In order to write this Lagrangian in the form appearing in
Eq. (20), we combine the two-component Higgsino spinors
into four-component Dirac spinors, which is sensible in the
unbroken electroweak phase where the mass terms for
Higgsinos are simply
 L ~Hmass   ~Hu ~Hd  ~H0u ~H0d  H:c: (28)
First rotating the fields ~H0;u ! ei ~H0;u to remove the
complex phase from , we define the Dirac spinors
 ~H 
~Hu
~Hyd
 !
~H0  
~H0u
~H0yd
 !
; (29)
which have Dirac mass jj. We define chemical potentials
 ~H ,  ~H0 corresponding to the vector charge densities
0 for these Dirac fields. In terms of these fields, the
Yukawa interaction terms are
 L Yfermion  ytH0u tRPLtL Hu tRPLbL
 ytei~tR tLPRC~H0  ~tR bLPRC~H
 ytei~tL tRPL~H0  ~bL tRPL~H
 H:c:; (30)
making use also of the charge-conjugated fields:
 C~H 
~Hd
~Hyu
 !
C~H0 
~H0d
 ~H0yu
 !
; (31)
where C  C T , with C  i20.
B. Source terms in the MSSM
Having identified the relevant interactions in the MSSM
Lagrangian proportional to yt in Eqs. (26) and (30), we can
write the sources for the densities of the particles appearing
in these interactions using the general results of Eqs. (17)
and (21).
To be concrete, let us focus on the right-handed top
squark and quark densities. Similar formulas will hold
for the left-handed squarks and quarks, and the Higgs
and Higgsinos. The source for the right-handed top squark
number density n~tR is-7
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SY~tRX  NCy2t ~tR ~tL H0uIBAt;m~tR ; m~tL ; mH0u
 ~tR ~bL Hu IBAt;m~tR ; m~bL ; mHu 
 ~tR ~tL H0dIB;m~tR ; m~tL ; mH0d
 ~tR ~bL Hd IB;m~tR ; m~bL ; mHd 
 ~tR tL  ~H0IFm ~H ; mtL ; m~tR
 ~tR bL  ~HIFm ~H0 ; mbL ;m~tR	; (32)
and, for the quark density ntR ,
 
SYtRX  NCy2t tR tL H0uIFmtR; mtL ; mH0u
 tR bL Hu IFmtR; mbL; mHu 
 tR ~tL  ~H0IFmtR;m ~H0 ; m~tL
 tR ~bL  ~HIFmtR; m ~H ; m~bL	; (33)
where NC is the number of colors.
The various chemical potentials appearing in the source
can be related by making the assumption, first introduced
in Ref. [4], of fast gauge and gaugino interactions and zero
density of gauge bosons or gauginos (V   ~V  0). In
this case, pairs of superpartner densities are in chemical
equilibrium, as are members of the same gauge multiplet.
Thus,
 
tR  ~tR  T (34a)
tL  ~tL  bL  ~bL  Q (34b)
H0u  Hu  Hu (34c)
H0d  Hd  Hd (34d)
 ~H   ~H0   ~H: (34e)
Relating the scalar Higgs chemical potentials Hu;d to the
Higgsino chemical potential  ~H is somewhat more subtle
and we refer to Appendix B for a derivation. Defining the
combinations,
 H  12Hu Hd (35)
 h  12Hu Hd; (36)
the supergauge equilibrium condition reads
 H   ~H: (37)
As noted in previous work, the assumption of super-
gauge equilibrium—together with the relations (34) and
(37)—suggest combining the various particle densities in
equilibrium with one another into115009 
T  ntR  n~tR (38a)
Q  ntL  nbL  n~tL  n~bL (38b)
H  nHu  nH0u  nHd  nH0d  n ~H  n ~H0 (38c)
h  nHu  nH0u  nHd  nH0d : (38d)
Adding together the top and stop sources in Eq. (32) and
(33) and using the relations among chemical potentials
(34), (35), and (37) leads to the Yukawa source for the
density T reported in Eq. (B11) of Appendix B. Finally, by
noting that the masses of weak doublet partners are the
same [see Eq. (B12)] and converting the chemical poten-
tials to densities using Eq. (13), we obtain
 SYTX  Y

T
kT
 Q
kQ
 H
kH

 Y hkh ; (39)
where
 
Y12NCy
2
t
T2
IBAt;m~tR ;m ~Q;mHuIB;m~tR ;m ~Q;mHd
IF;mQ;m~tRIFmtR;mQ;mHu
IFmtR;;m ~Q	 (40a)
Y12NCy
2
t
T2
IB;m~tR ;m ~Q;mHdIBAt;m~tR ;m ~Q;mHu
IFmtR;mQ;mHu	: (40b)
Similar formulas hold for the sources SYQ;H;h.
C. Transport equations and study of Yukawa rates
Incorporating the Yukawa contributions to the sources
into the full set of transport equations for the densities T,
Q, H derived in Ref. [15], we obtain
 
@T  M

T
kT
 Q
kQ

 M

T
kT
 Q
kQ

 Sy~t
 Y

T
kT
 Q
kQ
 H
kH

 Y hkh
 ss

2Q
kQ
 T
kT
 9Q T
kB

(41a)
@Q  M

Q
kQ
 T
kT

 M

T
kT
 Q
kQ

 Sy~t
 Y

Q
kQ
 T
kT
 H
kH

 Y hkh
 2ss

2Q
kQ
 T
kT
 9Q T
kB

(41b)
@H  H HkH  Y

Q
kQ
 T
kT
 H
kH

 Y hkh  S
y
~H
:
(41c)
In addition, there should be one more equation for @h,
but we have left for future work the calculation of the-8
TABLE I. Reference values of weak-scale SUSY parameters.
tan  10
M~tR  0
M ~Q  1 TeV
M2  At  200 GeV
m2Hu  100 GeV2
2
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relaxation coefficient h.
The structure of the transport equations (41) is similar to
that of the equations derived in the treatment of
Refs. [4,10,11]. However, use of the CTP framework leads
to a number of new features that we highlight:mHd  0(i) TFIG. 4
line), an
function
rameters
space w
mA  150 GeV
100 GeV< jj< 400 GeVhe appearance of new combinations of densities
that do not arise in earlier treatments—such as
those involving M—follows from a systematic
treatment of the CTP Schwinger-Dyson equations.(ii) The Yukawa rates Y and Y arise at lower order in
s than the corresponding terms in previous treat-
ments. As indicated in the Introduction, these rates
were calculated to Os from scattering processes
such as tR  g! tL H0u and only the contribu-
tions from standard model particles were included.
We have included here the O0s contributions
generated by decays and inverse decays within
the plasma, which—when not vanishing due to
threshold effects—can be of comparable size or
larger than the Os scattering terms. This can be
appreciated by comparing the behavior of Y from
decays [Eq. (40)] and from scattering (see
Refs. [5,6]):
 decaysY 
1
83
y2t
~M2
T
O1; (42)
 scatteringY 
3
63
g2sy
2
t T log

8T2
m2qT

’ 3
63
y2t T O1; (43)
where ~M is a typical (thermal) mass of the order of
the electroweak scale (could be a soft SUSY-
breaking mass term), mqT is the quark thermal
mass, and 3  1:202.0 200 400 600 800 1000|   | (µ GeV)
2
4
6
8
10
12
R
A
TE
(G
eV
)
(color online). Y (solid red line), Y (dashed green
d scatteringY (dashed straight blue line) in units of GeVas a
of  (GeV), for T  100 GeV and SUSY mass pa-
as described in the text. In large regions of parameter
e find decayY > 
scattering
Y .
115009(iii) B-9ecause we have included both SM particle and
superpartner contributions, Y and Y display a
nontrivial dependence on the MSSM parameters.
Similar observations have been made about the
CP-violating sources [9,10,15] and leading chiral
relaxation terms [15], for which the possibility of
resonant enhancements have been observed. We
note that the enhancements of the CP-violating
sources and chiral relaxation are generally not ac-
companied by resonant enhancements of the Y
and Y terms, thereby leading to a more subtle
competition between the effects of CP-violation,
chiral relaxation, and density transfer.A quantitative illustration of the above points (ii) and
(iii) is given in Fig. 4, where we plot Y and Y versus the
MSSM parameter jj for T  100 GeV. In the numerical
evaluation we include thermal masses as calculated in [24]
and, for illustrative purposes, we use the weak-scale SUSY
parameters given in Table I consistent with electroweak
symmetry breaking, a strongly first-order electroweak
phase transition and electroweak precision tests. The non-
trivial dependence displayed by decayY is due to threshold
effects in the functions IB;F. The dashed straight line in
Fig. 4 represents scatteringY . In large regions of parameter
space we find decayY > 
scattering
Y .
We conclude this section by noting that, for typical
values of SUSY parameters, the chiral relaxation rates
M;H (active only in the broken electroweak phase) are of
comparable size or larger than Y . All of these rates, in
turn, are much larger than the diffusion rates v2w=Di, which
for typical values of the diffusion constants [5,6] and wall
velocity vary in the range 103–102 GeV. We discuss the
consequence of this when solving the diffusion equations
in the following section.
IV. SOLVING THE TRANSPORT EQUATIONS AND
PHENOMENOLOGY
The baryon asymmetry is seeded by the density of left-
handed weak isodoublets nL  5Q 4T [3,4], which we
obtain by solving the transport equations (41). In this
section we study the impact of Y on the solution of the
system (41) and on the overall baryon-to-entropy ratio
YB  nB=s.
5In addition, the authors of Ref. [20] noted that the condition
Y ! 1 causes a parametric suppression of the Higgs source h,
while for realistic parameter choices, the suppression factor turns
out to O1.
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Before entering the details of our analysis, let us shortly
recall the basic notation (see [15] and references therein)
and describe the input MSSM parameters which will be
used in the subsequent numerical explorations. The
baryon-to-entropy ratio can be expressed as an integral of
nL  5Q 4T in the unbroken phase:
 YB  nFws2s
1
Dq	
Z 0
1
nLxe	xdx; (44)
where ws is the weak sphaleron rate ws  65wT (with
 ’ 20 [25]), nF is the number of fermion families, Dq is
the quark diffusion constant, vw is the wall velocity, and
 	  12Dq vw 

v2w  4DqR
q

R  ws

9
4

1 nsquark
6
1  3
2

;
(45)
where nsquark is the number of flavors of light squarks.
Isolating the dependence on the CP-violating phases 
and A, YB is conveniently parametrized as follows [15]:
 YB  F1 sin  F2 sin A; (46)
in terms of F1 (arising from the Higgsino source) and F2
(arising from the squark source).
In all the plots reported in this section, we adopt for the
weak-scale SUSY parameters the reference values reported
in Table I, which are consistent with a strongly first-order
electroweak phase transition and the constraints from pre-
cision electroweak physics as well as direct searches. Note
that a CP-odd Higgs mass mA  150 GeV translates into
 0:015 [26]. From the reference values of Table I, one
can derive typical values for the bubble wall velocity and
thickness, for which we use vw  0:05 [27] and Lw 
25=T [26]. With this choice of parameters one has F2 
103F1.
We now discuss in greater detail the role of Yukawa-
induced rates on the transport equations.
A. Revisiting the approximation of fast Y: Need for
numerical solution
Starting with the work [4], the conventional practice has
been to solve the system of transport equations (41) under
the assumption that the rate Y of Yukawa-induced pro-
cesses (as well as the rate ss of strong sphaleron pro-
cesses) is fast compared to all other relevant time scales,
thereby ensuring a chemical equilibrium condition among
H, Q, and T. Doing so allows one to obtain analytic
expressions for YB. The assumption of fast Yukawa inter-
actions is well justified in the unbroken phase ahead of the
advancing bubble wall, where a particle may diffuse for a
period characterized by the inverse of the diffusion rate
diff  v2w=D before the bubble wall catches it. In order for
Yukawa processes to be effective in this region, they must
act quickly on the time scale 1diff , and one, indeed, finds115009that Y  diff for typical values of the diffusion constants
[5,6] and wall velocity. In the broken electroweak phase,
however, 1diff is no longer the only relevant time scale. In
addition, Yukawa processes must compete with scattering
from the spacetime-varying Higgs vevs that leads to re-
laxation of chiral charge and Higgs supermultiplet den-
sities. Importantly, the corresponding rates (M and H,
respectively) are as large as or larger than Y —even after
including the O0s contributions to Y . As a result, the
interplay of these competing processes within the bubble
wall is significant, and imposing the condition of
Y-induced chemical equilibrium is not justified.5
To make this key point more explicit, we have solved the
transport equations in powers of 1=Y;ss and analyzed the
magnitude of the corrections to the Y;ss ! 1 limit.
Explicit details are given in Appendix C, where we point
out that the most important correction was missed in
previous analytic approaches to this problem—namely
the correction to the H density induced by an effective
shift in the source Sy~H . The analysis of Appendix C implies
that fractional corrections to the baryon asymmetry to first
order in 1=Y read
 
YB
YB


H
Y
 rp MLw
DM  H
q ; (47)
where r  0:07. Substituting the earlier estimates of H
and M [4] into this expression, we find YB=YB  0:1—
indeed a small correction. However, when using H, M,
and Y as calculated in Ref. [15] and the present work
within the CTP framework, we find much larger correc-
tions: YB=YB O1. This difference is due primarily to
the larger values of H and M obtained in our framework
[15] (even off resonance) compared to previous calcula-
tions [4–6].
The above considerations imply that, in order to avoid
O1 uncertainties in the calculation of YB, one requires a
full numerical solution of the system (41). In order to
quantify the effect, we plot in Fig. 5 the ratio F1=YWMAPB
versus Y for two values of the SUSY  parameter: jj 
200 GeV (solid line) and jj  250 GeV (dashed line),
corresponding to on-resonance and off-resonance baryo-
genesis, respectively. All other parameters are fixed as in
Table I. Typical values of Y lie in the range 5–10 GeV
(see Fig. 4). The curves in Fig. 5 illustrate two key points of
the Yukawa-induced dynamics:(i) E-10fficient chargino/neutralino-mediated baryogene-
sis occurs for Y  v2w=Dh  0:0025 GeV, as the
Higgs supermultiplet density H injected in the un-
broken phase is efficiently converted into LH top-
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FIG. 6. F1 (solid line) and F2 (dashed line) versus jj with all
other parameters fixed at the reference values of Table I.
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FIG. 5. We plot here the ratio F1=YWMAPB versus Y for two
values of the SUSY  parameter: jj  200 GeV (solid line)
and jj  250 GeV (dashed line), corresponding to on-
resonance and off-resonance baryogenesis, respectively. All
other parameters are fixed at the reference values of Table I.
We use the central value YWMAPB  9:2 1011 [28].
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the bubble catches up. Inclusion of the O0s terms
in Y affects YB at the 10%–20% level, as one is
already in the plateau region in Fig. 5.(ii) As Y increases (keeping all other rates fixed) the
baryon asymmetry reaches a maximum and then
starts decreasing towards its asymptotic value.
This behavior can be understood qualitatively as
follows. In the nonresonant case (dashed line), as
Y increases, Yukawa-induced processes start to
complete with H inside the bubble wall, thereby
transferring H density to Q, T densities. The latter
subsequently relax away due to M processes or
diffuse very inefficiently into the unbroken phase.
This effect is less pronounced in the resonant case
(solid line), where YB first grows as Y becomes
more efficient compared to diffusion ahead of the
bubble wall, but then saturates due to the presence
of resonantly enhanced Higgs supermultiplet re-
laxation within the plasma.Summarizing, the main message emerging from Fig. 5 is
the following: keeping Y finite and in the realistic range
(few GeV) can increase YB by a factor between 20%
(resonant case) and 100% (nonresonant case) compared
to the Y ! 1 limit.
B. Phenomenology update
In a consistent analysis Y should not be treated as an
independent quantity (as we did in the last section for
illustrative purposes) but rather as a function of the
MSSM parameters (as we did in Sec. III). Doing so after
numerically solving the transport equations, we study the
behavior of F1;2 [Eq. (46)] as a function of the MSSM115009parameters. For illustration, we show in Fig. 6 the depen-
dence of F1 (solid line) and F2 (dashed line) on jj, with
all other input as in Table I. The plot highlights the reso-
nant behavior of F1 discussed in [9,15,16]. The behavior of
F2 follows from the fact that F2 is proportional to
jjH  M1=2: the dip at jj M2  200 GeV re-
flects the resonant enhancement of H. The overall scale
of F1;2 is set by  which in turn depends crucially on the
CP-odd Higgs mass mA [26]: here we use mA  150 GeV
but one should keep in mind that higher values of mA can
lead to sizable suppression of F1;2.
Finally, we investigate the impact of EDM searches on
this particular EWB scenario. It has long been recognized
that, given the spectrum of supersymmetric particles, con-
straints from the electron [29], neutron [30], and nuclear
[31] EDMs pose tight limits on the size of CP-violating
phases (for a review see [2]). These could ultimately enter
in conflict with the requirement of successful baryon asym-
metry generation, making EDM searches a great discrimi-
nating tool among theories of baryogenesis.
To illustrate this point we plot in Fig. 7 the allowed
bands in the -A plane resulting from present limits on
electron and neutron EDMs and successful baryogenesis,
for a given choice of the SUSY mass parameters. Here, we
have employed one-loop SUSY contributions [32]. We
take the first- and second-generation sfermions, as well
as the gluinos, all degenerate at 1 TeV, while all other input
is fixed as in Table I. In the left-hand panel we use M2 
jj  200 GeV (resonance peak), while in the right we
use M2  200 GeV, jj  250 GeV.
Figure 7 illustrates the complementarity of various EDM
measurements in constraining the newCP-violating phases
in general. It also shows that in this particular scenario it is
the electron EDM that poses the strongest constraints on
electroweak baryogenesis. In order to quantify the depen-
dence of the EDM constraints on the heavy sfermion
masses, we plot in Fig. 8 the region in the jj-jj plane
that is consistent with EWB (gray shaded band) along with-11
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FIG. 7 (color online). Allowed bands in the -A plane implied by consistency with the 95% C.L. limits on electron and neutron
EDMs and baryogenesis. The solid lines correspond to the constraint from the electron EDM (jdej< 1:9 1027e cm [29]), and the
dashed lines correspond to the neutron EDM (jdnj< 3:6 1026e cm [30]). These EDM constraints correspond to sfermion masses
(m~f) fixed at 1 TeV. The shaded EWB band is the region consistent with YB from BBN [35] at 95% C.L. (which includes the YB range
from WMAP [28]). In the left-hand panel we use jj  M2  200 GeV (resonance peak), while in the right-hand panel we use
M2  200 GeV and jj  250 GeV (off resonance). The other supersymmetric masses are as specified in the text.
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 1027e cm (95% C.L. limit) curves
for various values of the first-generation slepton masses
(assumed degenerate). For a given slepton mass, the region
in the jj-jj plane consistent with EDM constraints lies
below the dashed line. In the same figure, we also plot the100 150 200 250 300 350
GeV
10 2
10 1
1
µ
ø µ
m
˜
= 1 TeV
m
˜
= 2 TeV
m
˜
= 5 TeV|d
1-loop
e | = 1 .9 × 10− 27 e · cm
|d2-loope | = 1 .9 × 10− 27 e · cm
FIG. 8 (color online). We plot in the jj-jj plane the region
consistent with EWB (gray shaded band), the jd1-loope j  1:9
1027e cm (95% C.L. limit) curves for various values of the first-
generation slepton masses (dashed horizontal lines), and the
jd2-loope j  1:9 1027e cm curve. For a given choice of mass
parameters, the allowed parameter region lies below the EDM
curves. The baryon-to-entropy ratio is required to be in the range
4:8 1011 < YB < 9:8 1011 [35], and the SUSY parame-
ters are as in Table I.
115009d2-loope  1:9 1027e cm curve (solid red line) from two-
loop SUSY contributions [33]. Several key features emerge
from Figs. 7 and 8:(i) I-12n the range of andM2 we are considering, jdej is
dominated by the one-loop contributions for slep-
ton masses below 1–2 TeV, while the two-loop
effects become dominant for slepton masses larger
than 2–3 TeV.(ii) In the case of resonant EWB, which requires the
smallest amount ofCP violation, the electron EDM
constraint requires slepton masses to be heavier
than 1 TeV.(iii) Two-loop contributions to de imply that EWB can-
not occur too far off resonance (see Fig. 8), even in
the limit of very heavy sleptons.Additional constraints on Higgsino-mediated electroweak
baryogenesis do arise from the phenomenology of indirect
dark matter detection in the MSSM, and they are inves-
tigated in Ref. [34].
Before concluding, we emphasize that the constraints
implied by Figs. 7 and 8 are specific to the MSSM, and that
the extensions of the MSSM discussed in Ref. [19] and
elsewhere can lead to different phenomenological conclu-
sions. In particular, extended Higgs sector models with
additional scalar degrees of freedom can give rise to a
strong, first-order electroweak phase transition without
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requiring a light ~tR. In this case, resonances in the stop
sector may enhance the importance of CP-violation asso-
ciated with the triscalar terms (e.g., A), and the informa-
tion provided by the neutron and neutral atom EDM
searches would become more important than for the
MSSM scenario considered here. In addition, we also
note that there could exist additional, O1 corrections to
YB associated with computations of the sphaleron rates,
bubble profile, and Majorana gaugino transport that we
have not addressed here.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The present work is part of a broader program initiated
in [15] whose goal is to systematically reduce uncertainties
in EWB calculations induced by transport phenomena. The
main new results of this work are:(i) We have calculated the contribution to the quantum
Boltzmann equations due to decays and inverse
decays induced by triscalar and Yukawa-type inter-
actions. We have performed the calculation in the
closed time path formalism to leading nontrivial
order in the ratios "  =T, "p  =!, "d 
vwkeff=!.(ii) Specializing to the case of MSSM, we have derived
the (inverse) decay rate due to top-quark Yukawa
interactions, their supersymmetric triscalar coun-
terparts, and the soft SUSY-breaking triscalar in-
teractions proportional to yt. These rates are of
O0s, and—when not vanishing due to threshold
effects—they can be of comparable size or larger
than the Os contributions from scattering
processes.(iii) We have revisited the fast-Y approximation [4],
which consists in taking the rate Y of Yukawa-
induced processes as large compared to all other
relevant time scales. We have found previously
unnoticed corrections to the baryon density that
enter at linear order in the 1=Y-expansion, whose
inclusion shows that this expansion in fact breaks
down. The approximation is sound in the unbroken
phase, where Yukawa processes are, indeed, fast on
the scale of diffusion processes. But in the broken115009-13phase, the rates M, H associated with relaxation
processes can be as large as or larger than Y , even
after including the O0s contributions to Y . The
interplay of these competing processes is quite
significant, and a quantitative analysis requires per-
forming a numerical solution to the transport equa-
tions for realistic, finite values of Y . For the
parameter choices we considered, keeping Y finite
can increase YB by a factor between 20% and 100%
compared to the Y ! 1 limit.(iv) We have updated our previous [15] analysis of the
connection between EDM constraints and EWB.
Even within present uncertainties, the simultaneous
requirement of successful EWB and consistency
with EDM upper limits, poses stringent constraints
on the size of SUSY CP violating phases and mass
spectrum. For example, for any value of the CP
violating phases, successful baryogenesis and one-
loop EDM constraints force the slepton masses to
be heavier than 1 TeV. Bounds of this type will
be sharpened by future EDM experiments and can
be tested at future collider experiments.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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No. DE-FG02-00ER41132.APPENDIX A: IB AND IF IN TERMS OF ONE-
DIMENSIONAL INTEGRALS
Performing the !L integral in Eq. (18) and the !
integral in Eq. (22) yields 
IBAs;mR;mL;mH  jAsj
2
163
Z 1
mR
d!RhB!R

log

e!R=T  e!L =T
e!R=T  e!L =T
e!

L =T  1
e!

L =T  1


mR mL mH
 
mL mR mH	  log

e!R=T  e!L =T
e!R=T  e!L =T
e!

L =T  1
e!

L =T  1


mH mR mL

(A1)
and
 
IFm1; m2; m   1163 m
2
1 m22 m2
Z 1
m1
d!1hF!1

log

e!

=T  1
e!

=T  1
e!

=T  e!1=T
e!

=T  e!1=T


m1 m2 m
 
m m1 m2	  log

e!

=T  1
e!

=T  1
e!

=T  e!1=T
e!

=T  e!1=T


m2 m1 m

; (A2)
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where
 hF;Bx   e
x=T
ex=T  12 : (A3)6This is tantamount to assuming that g21I

F;H is sufficiently
large compared to the other transport coefficients so that H0 
 ~H0  0. We leave for future work an explicit test of this
assumption. A comprehensive analysis that allows for H0 
 ~H0 should also include the effects of nonvanishing gaugino
densities, since gauginos play an essential role in this departure
from chemical equilibrium. Since the neutral gauginos are
Majorana fermions and possess no vector current density, such
an analysis will require in turn a study of the axial vector analog
of Eq. (9) [15], a task that goes beyond the scope of the present
work.APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF THE SOURCE
DERIVATION
In this Appendix we give some details of the derivation
of the source terms reported in Sec. III. We first relate the
scalar Higgs chemical potentials Hu;d to the Higgsino
chemical potential  ~H and then show how to further sim-
plify the final expression by use of mass relations among
weak doublet partners.
Recall that the Higgsino chemical potential  ~H corre-
sponds to the vector charges, n ~H;0   ~H;00 ~H;0 , for
the Dirac fields introduced in Eq. (29), which combine u-
and d-type Higgsino densities. To determine the scalar
Higgs density that is kept in equilibrium with the
Higgsino vector charge density via gaugino interactions,
we examine their interactions in the MSSM Lagrangian,
written in terms of the Dirac fields ~H;0 , and the four-
component gaugino fields:
  ~W 
~W
~Wy
 
;  ~W0 
~W3
~Wy3
 !
; ~B
~B
~By
 
: (B1)
The charged wino field  ~W is a Dirac spinor, for which a
vector charge density can also be defined, while the neutral
fields  ~W0; ~B are Majorana spinors, whose vector charge
density is zero. In terms of these fields, the Higgs-
Higgsino-gaugino interactions are
 L H ~H ~V  
g1
2
p   ~HHd PL  eiHu PR~B
  ~H0H0d PL  eiH0uPR~B	 
g2
2
p
  ~HHd PL  eiHu PR ~W0
  ~H0H0d PL  eiH0uPR ~W0	
 g2  ~HH0d PL  eiH0uPR ~W
  ~WHd PL  eiHu PRC~H0	  H:c:
(B2)
The combinations of scalar fields appearing in each term
of Eq. (B2) tell us which densities are kept in equilibrium
with the Higgsino densities by fast gaugino interactions. To
illustrate, consider the second term on the RHS that cou-
ples the ~H0 and ~B0 fields to the neutral Higgs fields. Using
 ~B  0, we see from Eqs. (20) and (21) that this term in
LH ~H ~V will generate source terms for ~H0 given by
 
S ~H0  
g21
2
 ~H0 H0uIFm ~H0 ; m ~B;mH0u
  ~H0 H0dIFm ~H0 ; m ~B;mH0d	 (B3)115009  g
2
1
2
H0  ~H0I F;H h0I F;H	; (B4)
where
 H0  12H0u H0d (B5)
 h0  12H0u H0d (B6)
 I F;H  IFm ~H0 ; m ~B;mH0u  IFm ~H0 ; m ~B;mH0d: (B7)
Similar expressions follow from the other terms in Eq. (B2)
(assuming the ~W densities vanish). The assumption of
‘‘fast’’ supergauge interactions then leads to6
 H  12Hu Hd   ~H (B8)
 h  12Hu Hd (B9)
and
 Hu  H h Hd  h H; (B10)
whereH andh refer to the common chemical potentials
for the charged and neutral Higgs scalars. Adding together
the top and stop sources in Eq. (32) and (33) and using the
relations (34), (B8), and (B10) gives for the Yukawa source
for the density T:
 
SYT  NCy2t fT Q HIBAt;m~tR ; m~tL ; mH0u
 IBAt;m~tR ; m~bL ; mHu   IB;m~tR ; m~tL ; mH0d
 IB;m~tR ; m~bL ; mHd   IFm ~H ; mtL ; m~tR
 IFm ~H0 ; mbL; m~tR  IFmtR; mtL ; mH0u
 IFmtR;mbL; mHu   IFmtR; m ~H0 ; m~tL
 IFmtR;m ~H ; m~bL	 hIB;m~tR ; m~tL ; mH0d
 IB;m~tR ; m~tL ; mHd   IBAt;m~tR ; m~tL ; mH0u
 IBAt;m~tR ; m~bL ; mHu   IFmtR; mtL ; mH0u
 IFmtR;mbL; mHu 	g: (B11)
We can simplify further by noting that the masses of weak
doublet partners are the same:-14
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mtL  mbL  mQ (B12a)
m~tL  m~bL  m ~Q (B12b)
mHu  mH0u  mHu (B12c)
mHd  mH0d  mHd (B12d)
m ~H  m ~H0  jj: (B12e)
With the notation for the masses introduced here we arrive
at our final result of Eq. (40).
APPENDIX C: ANALYTIC CORRECTIONS OF
O1=Y;ss
In this Appendix we solve the transport equations in
powers of 1=Y;ss and show that the analytic solutions
obtained in the Y ! 1 limit can receive O1 corrections
for realistic choices of all the competing rates (Y;H;M).
The zeroth-order solution in 1=Y;ss is obtained by con-
sidering the combination of Eqs. (41) that is independent of
Y and ss. Letting Dh and Dq be the diffusion constants
for Higgs and quark superfields, respectively [see
Eq. (13)], letting the densities be a function of z  jx
vwtj (the comoving distance from the bubble surface along
its normal), and neglecting small corrections proportional
to M for simplicity, we obtain
 
Dq2T00 z Q00z	 DhH00 z vw2T0z Q0 z
H0z	  Mz

Tz
kT
Qz
kQ

hzHzkH  S
y
TOTz;
(C1)
where SyTOT  Sy~H  S
y
~t and f0  @f=@z. The approxi-
mate chemical equilibrium enforced by Yukawa and strong
sphaleron processes implies that the combinations
 Y  TkT 
Q
kQ
 H
kH
ss  

2Q
kQ
 T
kT
 9Q T
kB
 (C2)
tend to zero in the limit Y;ss ! 1, so that we can formally
expand in 1=Y;ss and treat for bookkeeping purposes Y 
1=Y and ss  1=ss. The relations between theQ, T, and
H densities, up to order 1=Y;ss are then
 Q  kQkB  9kT
kH9kT  9kQ  kB H  kHY
 kBkQ9kT  9kQ  kBss
T  kT2kB  9kQ
kH9kT  9kQ  kB H  kHY
 kBkT9kT  9kQ  kBss:
(C3)115009Substituting these expressions back into Eq. (C1), we
obtain the equation for H:
 vwH0z  DH00 z   Hz  Sz   Sz; (C4)
where
 
D  DhDqKK  
  
kHK  

M  H
S  K  S
y
TOT K  9kTkQ  kBkQ  4kTkB
  kH9kT  9kQ  kB; (C5)
and
 
 S  kHK  kB2kT  kQvw
0
ss Dq00ss
 Kvw0Y Dq00Y  =kHMY	 (C6)
represents a correction to the effective source S for the
Higgs density H. The functions Y and ss appearing in
Eq. (C6) are determined by substituting the lowest-order
solution H0 into Eqs. (41) and read
 
Yz 1Y

DhH000  zvwH00zH z
H0z
kH
S~hz

(C7a)
ssz 1ss
kB
kH
kQ2kT
kB9kT9kQ DqH
00
0 zvwH00z	:
(C7b)
Although in the unbroken phase Y;ss  diff=Y;ss 
H0  H0, in the broken phase, they can be sizable, with
Y  ss.
All previous treatments have neglected the  S term in
Eq. (C4) and thus find only the leading-order solution for
H. Then the only 1=Y;ss effects appear to be the Y;ss
terms in Eqs. (C3). However,  S induces O1=Y;ss cor-
rections to the density H obtained by solving Eq. (C4),
which must be substituted back into Eqs. (C3) to give the
full Q, T densities to order 1=Y;ss. Using the simplified
bubble wall profile as in Ref. [15] (with constant sources in
the region 0< z < Lw), the explicit solution to Eq. (C4) in
the region of unbroken electroweak symmetry ( z < 0), that
drives the weak sphaleron processes, reads
 
H<z 

1
D
Z 1
0
dyey Sy   Sy
 
S<0
vw

1

 z

evw z= D; (C8)
with
   12

vw 

v2w  4  D
q 
; (C9)
and  S<0 is the value that  S takes at z  0 approaching
from the left. The O1=Y;ss contributions to H live in the-15
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terms containing  S. The largest effect arises from the
presence of  Sy inside the integral. The overall size of
 S is dominated by the term in Eq. (C6) proportional to
YM. Moreover, the typical size of Y is set byH=YH0=kH, leading to
 
 S
S


H
Y
 rp MLw
DM  H
q (C10)
with r  =kHK 	  0:07. Using earlier estimates
of H and M [4], we find  S= S 0:1, indeed a small
correction. However, when using H, M, and Y as calcu-115009lated in Ref. [15] and the present work within the CTP
framework, we find  S= S 1, thus invalidating the as-
sumption of fast Y rates.
In conclusion, the large Y;ss corrections in the broken
phase induce large corrections to the effective source for
the Higgs density, which in turn induce large corrections to
Q, T themselves. What past treatments have derived cor-
rectly are the 1=Y;ss corrections to the relation betweenQ,
T, and H [that is, Eq. (C3)], but not the corrections to H
itself. Yet this correction, it turns out, is the biggest piece of
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